GAAQG 30th Anniversary Challenge: 30 Something

In honor of the guild’s 30th anniversary, we are sponsoring a challenge open to all guild members. Below are the guidelines for the challenge as well as some suggestions to get your creativity going. Please participate and celebrate the guild whether you are a charter member, brand new or anywhere in between. If you can’t decide on just one theme, make several!

- Use the “30 Something” theme to emphasize something you love about the guild.
- Quilts can use any technique or construction method, but they must be able to hang from a fabric drape with pins.
- Finished size must be 24” x 24” or 20” x 24” (in either landscape or portrait orientation). Embellishments can extend from the body of the quilt.
- Quilts must be made and completed between January 1 and December 31, 2017. Quilts will be presented by the maker at the January 2018 GAAQG Quilt Day meeting and will be included in a special exhibit at the 2018 GAAQG Quilt Show.
- This is a non-juried challenge

Ideas for a “30 Something” jumping off point:

- Use a technique, skill or block you learned in a GAAQG workshop in the last 30 years or consider one of this year’s classes or QU.
  - Joe Cunningham – Creative Designs or Rock the Block
  - Mary Hogan – String Circles or Design Play Date
  - Meena Schaldenbrand – Sheer Delight or Creative Word Art
  - Barb Vedder – Folk Art Applique or Liberated Houses
  - Paula Golden – Free & Easy or Flocking Felines

- Use fabric, a book or pattern you purchased from a GAAQG vendor, GAAQG Garage Sale or GAAQG SafeHouse table
- Check out a GAAQG Library book and learn a new technique